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PREBOARDING: STUDENT RESOURCES  

Overview 

The move to boarding school is a significant period of adjustment for Indigenous students. Indigenous students 

go through three key transitions: Stage 1 – Preboarding, Stage 2 – Boarding and Stage 3 – Post-Boarding. Each 

stage can significantly impact students' boarding experiences and their willingness to remain in school. 

Preboarding  

Preboarding transitions are the first introduction many students and their families will have to boarding. There 

are eight elements that schools should consider when coordinating their preboarding transition program. There 

is a good guidance paper dedicated to each of these factors.  

❖ Element 1: community visits 

❖ Element 2: boarding school visits  

❖ Element 3: student application support 

❖ Element 4: positive first impressions 

❖ Element 5: regular contact with families 

❖ Element 6: student resources 

❖ Element 7: student selection 

❖ Element 8: parent/guardian readiness 

Element 6: Student Resources 

This good guidance paper discusses Element 6: Student Resources. Schools need to ensure that students will 

have all necessary resources before the term begins. For any student, having the correct supplies is a vital aspect 

of starting school.  

Students are more likely to feel like they are a part of the new school community when they have the appropriate 

materials. This sense of belonging is crucial to establishing a willingness and desire to stay at boarding. 

The Need for Student Resources, Before Day 1 

Students should have as many necessary resources as possible prior to the term commencing.  

Having the needed items is not the only factor in ensuring a smooth transition to boarding. However, schools 

that equip students with the required materials, better prepare the children to face the social and organisational 

challenges that moving to a city school presents. Notably, by collaborating with Elders and community leaders, 

schools will be able to more appropraitely identify and address students’ individual needs. 

Confidence: 

Schools promote student confidence when they facilitate access to necessary resources before classes start. Part 

of feeling confident about a new experience is preparation. Having the appropriate materials is central to building 
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self-confidence in the students. By possessing these materials in advance, new students can feel more confident, 

knowing that they have the same supplies as all the other students.  

Belonging: 

Being a new student is difficult; it is more challenging when you do not feel like you belong. Schools can help 

students to settle in and feel like a part of the school community as quickly as possible by providing access to 

student resources. Indigenous students coming to boarding for the first time are already facing many challenges, 

including language and educational barriers, that can make them stand out.  

Small things, like fitted uniforms, can make a significant difference to their experiences. Schools need to give 

Indigenous boarders every opportunity to feel like they are the same as all the other students, without erasing 

their cultural identies. 

Organisation: 

New Indigenous boarders have a significant task ahead of them; ensuring pre-term organisation will help make 

the transition smoother. In arranging essential supplies before day one, schools and students can focus on other 

crucial transitional factors, like boarding routines, when the term begins.  

Necessary Resources 

Myriad resources for both school and boarding are necessary for incoming Indigenous students. The resources 

that students require might vary between schools and regions. Host schools should consider providing families 

and local schools with very clear, detailed lists of what will be needed when starting the boarding program. 

Schools should remain in frequent contact with community leaders, transition support units and local schools 

staff to ensure that the students will have access to these items. 

The following list includes some of the resources required before school commences: 

❖ Uniforms (including shoes) – schools should make sure that the uniforms fit students properly. 

❖ IDs – some airlines will not let children on the plane without identification. 

❖ Bank accounts. 

❖ Medicare card. 

❖ Casual clothing – appropriate and suitable clothing is necessary to help students feel that they fit in. 

❖ Warm clothes – many students come unprepared for cold weather. 

❖ Toiletries and hygiene products – for example, soaps, toothbrush, toothpaste, sanitary products, 

deodorant. 

❖ Keepsakes from home. 

❖ School resources – for example, pencil cases, school bags, stationery, workbooks, textbooks. 

Collecting Resources 

Who can provide these resources 

New students need numerous resources to begin boarding, the costs of which can be very high. For most 

Indigenous boarders, families cannot cover the entirety of expenses associated with these materials. Schools 
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should be proactive in helping students organise necessary materials. Below are several ways that schools can 

ensure the requisite resources are available before classes begin.  

Family contributions 

Most host schools expect families to make at least a small contribution towards fees. Schools could allocate some 

of these funds to student resources. Schools can provide students with their materials before they commence 

boarding and allow families to contribute throughout the semester or year. 

Additionally, families may be able to make contributions that are not financial. Families and communities who 

have had students attend boarding previously might have spare resources, like old uniforms or stationery. 

Families may be able to provide their children with secondhand materials: easing the burden of needing brand-

new items. 

External funding 

External funding can cover the costs of student resources. Indigenous boarders enrolled in secondary school 

have access to ABSTUDY, while others may also have scholarships. 

ABSTUDY 

ABSTUDY is a welfare payment from the Government that covers tuition fees and living expenses for secondary 

students who have to live away from home to study. The paid amount is means-tested and might vary depending 

on what other scholarships students are accessing. There are two payments: school fees and living expenses. 

ABSTUDY payments only cover specific costs, exclusive of some of the materials that students need. 

Covered materials include: 

❖ Laptop hire 

❖ Textbook hire 

Materials not covered include: 

❖ Uniforms 

❖ Purchase of laptops 

❖ Stationery 

Scholarships 

Scholarship providers offer various payments that might differ in amount and conditions. Schools should check 

the conditions of scholarships that students receive and identify covered and excluded items. Further, schools 

that offer their own scholarships should look to include materials like uniforms in the funding. 

Schools need to be aware that many students will not have scholarships. Consequently, they will need to find 

alternative ways to source the necessary materials.  

Schools 

Schools may also be able to gather secondhand or donated items from the student body. Students leaving a 

school will often offer to sell back or donate their items to the school. For example, uniforms are an expensive 

outlay when starting at a new school, but they are quickly outgrown and become irrelevant once a student 

graduates. Accordingly, families are generally happy to pass these on to other students. 
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Secondhand items are a great way to reduce the expenses associated with starting boarding school. Crucially, 

schools should endeavour to provide items that are in new or in near-new condition. It is not appropriate to give 

students worn-out items or materials with little use left in them; outdated, poor-quality materials contribute to 

the alienation of new students. 

Summary 

Schools wanting to promote a smooth transition for new boarders should provide students with necessary 

materials before the term starts. Well-fitting uniforms, appropriate stationery and hygiene products are relatively 

small provisions that will lead to greater confidence and a sense of preparedness about the change.  

Families can make small financial contributions throughout the year, or they might already have access to some 

of the necessary materials. Ultimately, schools should aim to cover the costs through ABSTUDY and other 

scholarships. Getting creative and finding other sources, like donations, is another way schools can ensure that 

students are sufficiently prepared to start classes.  

Students who have all of the necessary resources before the term commences face one less challenge when 

adapting to boarding school. 

 

Further Information 

ABSTUDY, Services Australia – March 2021 

https://www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/individuals/services/centrelink/abstudy  

AIEF Compendium of Best Practice for Achieving Successful Outcomes with Indigenous Students in Australian 

Boarding Schools - 2016. 
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